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The aim of this paper is to discuss the ruling on taking out breakdown cover with companies such as 

the AA, RAC, Greenflag, etc.   

 

There are various levels of cover provided by such companies depending on the type of service 

required, and although details vary slightly between the companies, the basic construct of the cover 

tends to be the same.  For an annual premium commensurate with the level of cover one requires the 

company provides a range of services to the client.  Further details can be found at the following links: 

 

http://www.theaa.com/breakdown-cover/uk-breakdown-cover.do 

http://www.rac.co.uk/uk-breakdown/more-information.html 

http://www.greenflag.com/breakdown/ 

 

Types of cover available 

 

Typically, there tend to be five main levels of cover which may be summarised as follows:  

 

Roadside cover: For an annual premium the service provider undertakes to provide assistance at 

the roadside 24 hours of the, every day of the year, as long as the client is more than a quarter of a mile 

from his home.  An attempt will be made to get the vehicle going at the roadside and if that is not 

possible the vehicle will be towed to an approved garage or the clients home within a given radius 

(typically around 10 miles).  

 

Nationwide recovery: The service provider will take the vehicle to a destination of the client’s 

choice if it is unable to fix the car roadside or arrange a prompt local repair.  This will typically also 

include transportation for up to a given number of passengers (typically seven). 

 

Home start: Under this option the service provider undertakes to provide assistance at home or up to 

within a quarter mile radius. 
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Onward travel: Under this option if a prompt local repair cannot be arranged the service provider 

will undertake to arrange alternative arrangements.  One such service provider states as follows: 

This is an add-on to Nationwide Recovery and extends your cover (if we can't repair your vehicle at 

the roadside) to include: 

• Replacement car hire for a maximum of three consecutive days while your car is being repaired 

(over 21s only) 

• Reimbursement of rail, air, or other public transport costs (up to £150 per person or £500 per 

group, whichever is less) 

• One night's B&B accommodation for up to eight people (as above) 

• Special medical assistance as above, if one member of the party is taken into hospital more 

than 20 miles from home) 

 

Repair cover: Under this option following a breakdown attended by the service provider the service 

provider will undertake to pay for any repair costs, including parts and labour, up to a given sum 

(typically around £500).  The client may also be required to pay an excess (typically around £25) 

 

The cover can be either person based or vehicle based although not all levels of cover may apply to 

both.  If the cover is related to the person it may cover the individual member, the individual member 

and one other named member of the household, or the individual member and up to four other members 

of the household.  If the cover is related to the vehicle then up to three vehicles may be included under 

the policy. 

 

The client is typically allowed up to 5 claims per year and the various levels of cover may also come 

with extra member benefits such as a reduction in airport parking prices, or in food prices at selected 

Motorway Services, etc. 

 

Breakdown cover and Insurance 

 

According to the details and links provided above it is quite clear that all the various levels of cover are 

without doubt forms of conventional insurance.  In fact, the ‘Terms and Conditions’ documents for 

each of the three companies mentioned in the question clearly state so. 

 

http://www.theaa.com/breakdown-cover/pdfs/breakdown-cover-policy-jan-2010.pdf 

http://media.rac.co.uk/pdf/uk-breakdown-terms-and-conditions.pdf 

http://www.greenflag.com/downloads/GF004_1209.pdf 
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Thus, the rule that applies to conventional insurance applies equally to vehicle breakdown cover.  To 

explain further: 

 

In order for a transaction to be valid and enforceable there are certain requirements that must be met 

which can be briefly summarised as follows: 

 

• There must be free mutual consent of the parties.  Consent obtained through coercion, fraud and 

misrepresentation renders a contract invalid. 

• All valid compensatory contracts must be free from gharar – excessive uncertainty relating to 

the subject matter, consideration and liabilities.  Gharar exists when: 

o the liability of any of the parties to a contract is uncertain or contingent 

o consideration of one or both parties is unknown 

o delivery of either or both of the countervalues is not in the control of the obligor 

o payment from one party is certain but is uncertain from the other party 

• The transaction must be free of ribā, which is defined as a conditional increase without 

corresponding consideration, and is also not restricted to loan contracts. 

• The transaction must be free from qimār wherein the profit of one party is dependent on the loss 

of the other. 

• The transaction must be free from meysir wherein gain results from mere chance, speculation 

and conjecture and not from work, taking responsibility or real sector business. 

• Two mutually contingent and inconsistent contracts should not be combined such as sale and 

lease. 

 

Whilst convention insurance is contracted with the free mutual consent of the parties it falls foul of 

some of the above as follows: 

 

• Gharar - the liability of the insured is known but not that of the insurer, as the incidence and 

extent of the liability is contingent upon a possible future event. I.e., it is uncertain whether the 

insurer will indeed have to compensate the insured for a loss, and if required to do so, the extent 

of what that will be. 

• Ribā – In conventional insurance an element of ribā can exist both directly and indirectly 

o Direct 

� If, in the event of a payout by the insurer, there is an excess on one side in the 

exchange of premiums and the sum insured this will result in the incidence of 

both ribā al-faḍl & ribā al-nasīʾah. 

� If there is no excess in the payout then this will result in ribā al-nasīʾah. 
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� If no claim is made the insurer keeps the premium without any consideration 

which is considered al-akl bi al-bāṭil. 

o Indirect 

• The insurer may investment in interest based activities or lend/borrow/invest at a 

fixed rate of interest.  

However, this indirect existence of ribā will not affect the legality of the contract as it is 

arises from the unilateral actions of the insurer in an individual capacity. 

• Qimār – the profit of both the insured and the insurer is dependent on the loss of the other. 

• Meysir – the gain of each party results from mere chance, speculation and conjecture and not 

from work, taking responsibility or real sector business. 

 

In relation to breakdown cover: 

• Gharar – gharar exists in all the various forms of cover as the liability of the vehicle owner is 

known but not that of the service provider, as the incidence definitely and, in some cases, the 

extent is contingent upon a possible future event. I.e., it is uncertain whether the service 

provider will be called upon to provide a service at all and, if required to do so, in some forms 

of cover, the extent of what that will be. 

• Ribā - in the event that there is also some form of monetary reimbursement, such as for 

transport costs, then this will result in ribā al-nasīʾah.  If there is an excess over the premium 

paid, then ribā al-faḍl too will exist. 

• Qimār - the profit of both the vehicle owner and the service provider is dependent on the loss of 

the other. 

• Meysir - the gain of each party results from mere chance, speculation and conjecture. 

 

It is sometimes argued that the premiums paid by the vehicle owner are actually in consideration of the 

service provided to him.  E.g., the service provider remains accessible 24/7, 365 days of the year with 

an average response time of around 30-40 minutes from the time it is called.  Then, according to the 

level of cover purchased, the service provider performs a mutually agreed and known function which 

does not lead to dispute as the obligations of the service provider have been previously agreed.  Thus, 

as the premiums are in consideration of a defined service, breakdown cover is different from 

conventional insurance and does not violate any sharīʿah principle. 

 

Whilst, at first glance, this argument does appear to be somewhat plausible, further study will reveal 

that even if it is accepted that, in some levels of cover at least, the premiums paid by the vehicle owner 

are indeed in consideration of the service provided to him, the element of gharar is not removed. 
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A service provider, whether an individual or an institution, may either agree to provide its services 

exclusively to a customer (or a group of customers who have collectively contracted with the service 

provider) for a specified period, or it may reserve the right to provide its services to more than one 

customer. 

 

In the case of the former the service provider is an employee – ajīr khāṣ of the customer who is the sole 

beneficiary of its services for the contracted period, and the object of the contract – maʿqūdʿaleyh is the 

‘benefit’ - manfaʿah of the service provider.   Stipulation of the contract period is necessary to 

sufficiently determine the object of the contract.  The service provider cum employee is entitled to 

remuneration upon making itself available to the customer cum employer within the contracted period 

even if the latter chooses not to avail of its services.  However, as the customer has exclusive rights to 

the ‘benefit’ of the service provider within the contracted period, the service provider cannot provide a 

service to a third party within the same period.  If the customer allows the service provider to provide a 

service to a third party within the same period the customer is no longer an ajīr khāṣ.  

 

In the case of the latter the service provider is an independent contractor – ajīr mushtarak entitled to 

contract services to more than one customer and the object of the contract is the work - ʿamal of the 

service provider.  The specific terms and details of the work to be undertaken must necessarily be 

specified and, if required for the proper determination of the object, the contract period must also be 

stipulated. If the completion of the contracted work concludes the contract then the period need not be 

specified.  The service provider is not entitled to remuneration until the contracted work is carried out. 

 

It is clear from the above that the provider of the breakdown service is an independent contractor – ajīr 

mushtarak providing a service to many customers.  The object of the contract [excluding the options 

that include monetary reimbursement and other benefits in kind] is a defined amount of work - ʿamal 

according to the level of cover taken out.  However, the provider is not entitled to remuneration until 

the work is actually carried out.  The fact that the provider remains accessible 24/7, 365 days of the 

year with an average response time of around 30-40 minutes from the time it is called does not render 

the provider an ajīr khāṣ as that not only requires the provider to remain at the disposal of the customer 

continuously, but more importantly the provider is then not entitled to provide a service to other 

customers within the same period.  Whilst the provider may perform a mutually agreed and known 

function that does not lead to dispute as the obligations of the service provider have been previously 

agreed, it is uncertain whether the provider will be called upon to provide a service at all and, if 

required to do so, in some forms of cover, the extent of what that will be.  Even as it may be argued that 

the uncertainty regarding the extent of the work eventually required does not lead to dispute and thus 

does not render the contract voidable – fāsid, the element of gharar is still not fully removed as the 

service is contingent upon a possible future event.  As a compensatory contract, there must be 
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compensation from both parties and not merely from one party only or definitely from one party and 

contingently from the other as is the case with breakdown cover. 
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Another argument that may be advanced is that the provider of breakdown cover is not a simple ajīr 

mushtarak but also bears similarities with an ajīr khāṣ. Whilst the right to contract with many parties 

severally makes the basic construct that of an ajīr mushtarak the relative immediacy of accessibility to 

the provider is a strong similarity with an ajīr khāṣ.  Similarity with the latter should allow the service 

provider to charge the relative premium even if no service is ever provided.  This is conversely similar 

to the situation of a wet-nurse and a herder as discussed in classical fiqh. 

 

The issues related to a wet-nurse have remained contradictory with the text of al-Mabṣūṭ suggesting she 

is an ajīr khāṣ whilst the text of al-Dhakhīrah suggests she is an ajīr mushtarak.  In al-Mabṣūṭ it is 

mentioned that if the child pershishes in her care, or falls and dies, or some of the child’s jewelry or 

clothes are stolen, she will not bear any liability as she is like an ajīr khāṣ as the contract has been 

concluded upon her ‘benefits’ for the contract period.  She is not entitled to occupy herself from the 

suckling of the child and she cannot provide a similar service to a third party for the duration of the 

contract.  An ajīr khāṣ is a trustee of his possession [and thus does not bear any liability] as opposed to 

an ajīr mushtarak according to the opinion of those that deem him liable. In al-Dhakhīrah it is 

mentioned that if a wet-nurse contracts with another group to suckle their child without the knowledge 

of her first group and then proceeds to suckle both children and completes her task she is sinful in her 

action and this is an infraction on her part.  However, she will be entitled to full remuneration from 

both parties.  This indicates that she is like an ajīr mushtarak otherwise she would not be entitled to full 

remuneration from both parties.  Al-Itqānī
1
 has stated that “the correct opinion is that if he gives over 

the child to her [wet-nurse] that she may suckle it then she is an ajīr mushtarak, and if he takes her 

home to his house then she is an ajīr khāṣ.”  In al-Fat-ḥ al-Qadīr Ibn al-Humām mentions, in what he 

describes as the essence of what is stated in al-Nihāyah, that, according to what is stated in al-

Dhakhīrah there is the possibility that she is an ajīr khāṣ and the possibility that she is an ajīr 

mushtarak.  This is because if she is an ajīr khāṣ in every manner she would not have been entitled to 

the full remuneration and she would have been sinful for her conduct.  If she is an ajīr mushtarak in 

every manner she would have been entitled to the full remuneration and would not have been sinful.  

Therefore, she [is neither a simple ajīr khāṣ nor a simple ajīr mushtarak but] is between the two.  Thus 

we say that she is entitled to full remuneration [from both groups] on account of her similarity with an 

                                                 
1 2Y� ����� |��, ! Jy�/ .�2 �� dI�* .�X_� J�(���� 6N(H� ¢4� r ¢�E�N�� z�>I) n758 qD(  
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ajīr mushtarak, and that she is sinful on account of her similarity with an ajīr khāṣ.  In al-Muḥīṭ al-

Burhānī [11:297] al-Bukhārī explains as follows: 

 

The reason in that is that an ajīr khāṣ in the issue of suckling resembles an ajīr mushtarak in 

that it is possible to complete the work for each of the two parties fully as is the case of a 

tailor or a bleacher, even if she is an ajīr khāṣ in that he has based the contract in her case 

upon the period.  If she had been an ajīr khāṣ in every manner in that he had based the 

contract in her case upon the period, and the work was such that it was not possible to 

complete it fully for each of the two parties in that period, e.g. she had hired herself for a day 

to reap the harvest or to provide a [personal] service, and then for some of the day she 

served or harvested for another, she will not be entitled to full remuneration from the first 

party and will be sinful for her conduct.  If she had been an ajīr mushtarak in every manner 

she would have been entitled to the full remuneration and would not have been sinful.  

When the situation is between the two, we say that she is sinful on account of her similarity 

with an ajīr khāṣ and we say that she is entitled to the full remuneration on account of her 

similarity with an ajīr mushtarak. 

 

In al-Mabsūṭ [8:110] al-Sarakhsī reasons that the wet-nurse is guilty of an infraction as her ‘benefits’ 

are now rightfully due to the first group as she is like an ajīr khāṣ.  Notwithstanding, she is still entitled 

to the full remuneration from both groups as she has fulfilled the object of the two groups and she will 

not [have to] give to charity any of what is paid as what she has taken from each group she has taken in 

consideration of her own ownership as her benefits are owned by her. 

 

Thus, the principle established from the above is that if an ajīr khāṣ, after contracting with one 

employer then contracts with another without the knowledge of the former and is, similar to an ajīr 

mushtarak, able to complete the contracted work in full for both, such ajīr khāṣ will be entitled to full 

remuneration from both employers even whilst incurring sin for breach of the first contract.  In al-

Muḥīṭ al-Burhānī [12:60-61] al-Bukhārī mentions the same principle with regards to a herdsman as 

follows: 

 

The herdsman is not entitled, in the event he is khāṣ, to herd the goats of another for a fee. If 

he hires himself to another for the act of herding and several months passed upon that 

without the former coming to know of it, he is entitled to the full fee from both of them.  He 

will not [be required to] give in charity any of that except that he will incur sin, even though 

he is an ajīr khāṣ and it is not for an ajīr khāṣ to hire himself out to another, [and this is] in 

contrast to an ajīr mushtarak.  This is because, in the issue of herding, an ajīr khāṣ 

resembles an ajīr mushtarak in one way in that it is possible for him to complete the work 
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for each of the two parties fully within the period by herding the goats of the former in the 

period and herding the goats of the second [also within the same period].  So, from the 

aspect that it is possible for him to complete the work for each of the two parties fully within 

the period he is an ajīr mushtarak, and from the aspect that he has based the contract upon 

the period and not upon the work he is an ajīr khāṣ.  If he had been an ajīr mushtarak in 

every manner, as is the case of a bleacher and a tailor, he would have been entitled to hire 

himself to another, he would have had the right to the full fee from both of them, he would 

not have incurred sin, and he would not [have been required to] give in charity any of that.  

If he had been an ajīr khāṣ in every manner in that he had based the contract upon the period 

for work that was not possible for him to fully complete for each of the two parties in the 

period, e.g. he had hired herself for one dirham for a day to reap the harvest or to provide a 

[personal] service, and then for some of the day he served or harvested for another, he will 

not be entitled to the full fee from the first party and he will incur sin.  Thus, when he has a 

resemblance with an ajīr mushtarak we have accorded both resemblances their portion and 

have said: on account of his resemblance to an ajīr mushtarak he is entitled to the full fee 

from both of them and he will not [be required to] give in charity.  And from the aspect that 

he is an ajīr khāṣ he will incur sin, thus fully according both resemblances their portion as 

much as is possible.  The reason we have expounded the resemblance to an ajīr khāṣ in 

relation to sin and not in a reduction of the fee is to enable us to act upon both resemblances.  

If we had expounded the resemblance to an ajīr khāṣ in relation to a reduction of the fee he 

would have incurred sin too as the fee is reduced on account of his withholding some of the 

object of the contract – maʿqūdʿaleyh from the first employer, and this results in sin.  Thus, 

acting upon both resemblances will be obstructed.  We have therefore expounded the 

resemblance to an ajīr khāṣ in relation to sin and in every rule other than that we have 

connected it to an ajīr mushtarak.  And comparable to this is what we have discussed in 

Chapter on the Wet-nurse:  If he hires a wet-nurse for a month to suckle his child she is an 

ajīr khāṣ to the extent she cannot hire herself out.  If she hires herself out to another group to 

suckle their child without the knowledge of her first group and the period passes and she has 

suckled each of them she will be entitled to the full fee from each of the two parties.  She 

will not [be required to] give in charity any of that and she will incur sin even though she is 

an ajīr khāṣ as she has based the contract upon the period and not upon the work except that 

she has a resemblance to an ajīr mushtarak in [the issue of] suckling in that it is possible for 

her to complete fully her duty to suckle for each of the two of them.  Thus, we have 

accorded both resemblances their portion and we have said: She will incur sin as she is an 

ajīr khāṣ, and on account of her resemblance to an ajīr mushtarak we have said: She is 

entitled to the full fee and she will not [be required to] give in charity anything.  Thus the 

same applies here. 
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Again, the principle thus established is that if an ajīr khāṣ, after contracting with one employer then 

contracts with another without the knowledge of the former and, similar to an ajīr mushtarak, is able to 

complete the contracted work in full for both, such ajīr khāṣ will be entitled to the full fee from both 

employers even whilst incurring sin for breach of the first contract.   

 

Conversely, if an ajīr mushtarak bears a resemblance to an ajīr khāṣ, in that the ajīr mushtarak [service 

provider] remains at the relative immediate disposal [30-40 minute average response time 24/7, 365 

days of the year] of the employer [policy holder stranded on the hard shoulder of the motorway] similar 

to what is required of an ajīr khāṣ then this should allow the ajīr mushtarak to charge a fee [premium] 

for the period of the contract even if no service is ever provided.        

 

However, the above argument does not stand up to scrutiny.  Firstly, an ajīr khāṣ must first present 

himself for work – taslīm al-nafs and then be able to provide the contracted service.  It is not sufficient 

to remain at the ‘relative immediate disposal’ [30-40 minute average response time 24/7, 365 days of 

the year] to qualify as an ajīr khāṣ.  The very reason an ajīr khāṣ is entitled to remuneration is because 

the contract is based on the period, i.e. for the duration of the contract period the ‘benefits’ manāfiʿ of 

the ajīr khāṣ are the exclusive right of his employer and the ajīr khāṣ cannot contract with another party 

for the duration of the period.  As the contract period is ‘given’ to the employer the ajīr khāṣ is entitled 

to his return and it remains upon the employer to then utilize his services.  If the employer elects not to 

do so this it will not impact on the payment to the ajīr khāṣ.  Secondly, in the original case wherein an 

ajīr khāṣ contracts with more than one party and is able to complete the contracted work in full for both 

parties, if this is with the knowledge and consent of the first party the the ajīr khāṣ is no longer an ajīr 

khāṣ but is then an ajīr mushtarak and all related rulings apply.  If this is without the knowledge and 

consent of the first party then although the ajir khāṣ remains an ajīr khāṣ he is guilty of an infraction 

and is thus sinful.  The ‘benefits’ of the ajīr khāṣ for the contract period are the exclusive right of the 

first party and the ajīr khāṣ cannot contract the same benefits to another party.  However, if he does so 

and completes the work for both in full for both parties he is sinful even if he is entitled to full 

remuneration from each party as he has completed the contracted work for each party. Thus, even if the 

asserted similarity to an ajīr khāṣ is conceded in the case of the provider of brerakdown cover the 

original case on which the analogy is based is not free from sin.  Thus, it is unsuitable as a basis for 

analogy. 

 

Thus, we must conclude that, even in the options that exclude monetary reimbursement and other 

benefits in kind, the basic construct of the breakdown cover is, as also stated, that of conventional 

insurance from which the prohibited element of gharar is not removed.  The service provider is an 

independent contractor – ajīr mushtarak providing a service to many customers, and the object of the 
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contract is a defined amount of work - ʿamal that is contingent upon a future event.  It is thus logical to 

conclude that even such breakdown cover is voidable – fāsid and thus not permitted. 
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 RI��4�9� ��ª�� <.?A�������� ���J  6H9 �iD�iX� 5 ��ª�� 3 ����� .�2 <E�A�� %iD ����� ��	 ��2 �>��� j,�2 `� 3 .   �q�;�

����� 6H9 RI��4�9� �p ��, �h; ��(  �X��� J��� 5 ��� .�2 �¦ �iX� �iD ��2 <�Y� ��	 �>��� j,�2 1Q <E�A�� %iD  .� ~(�� !
�#O �� 1PNQ ��-� 32 �����.  U4�� ��� ��4�PY� ��	 ��� |�� \]�P�� ��O �h;�.  ���� 1�5 5 ����� .�2 32 R�h   1lq�� ������

5 ��* 1����� ��FH� ���� �X� ����� 
�N�; 1HXk 1Q; f(� �� ����Y� .�� E�A>��� '�()�  .U   : 1q�� �q* �� ��� .�2 +Q�* �� 
��� ��	 0��* ��� \]�PI ! 1��H[ �= U4I�  .�� +>]�9� 1�� �* �� �*���� �.�2 +Q�* ��0��* �� U4I :� ! .   +qQ�* �hu 

�H�, ��FH(�: �H�,� ����Y� .��� �FFl�� 0��* ��� \]�PI �¦4�: ����� .��� �FFl�� U4I �¦4�.  qD�.      ·�q>I Z�q�= 32 �qF� �> 
*h ��* �Fl��� E�l�	�� �(AN��� �� �� 0  1�� �* �� ��� .�2 ��ª�� 3�* C��� <�Y� �*h ��4�PY�5 �    z�qD��� �(q��� <.#iq�� 

 ������ %E��#��5 ®Al�  `�����.  )n�E��_� `��* !<�9�N�� <E��_� `�� !  8/48�49(  
��5	� 0����	� ��$278-:  ��� j� 1����  �#O �(l[ i#4I 32 ��ª�� ~(�� .  3; +¯2� n
�92 �>  ��� j� 1���E4  �#O �(l[ ni#2 3u 

+Q�* �, ��� n��2¥A.  5 �i* jS��l��.   ��A�I�� �>��N�� ��	 0��* ��� �p����1H� 
.  5 �i* ��NY� 6Q�b#.   �p d(7 ���� ! 
5 CD��� +��E2 3; ��� ��� �� @>H��� 67���Y� <�Y� ! ���c �� E�>� ��� �� �����.  5 �i* 6(V�(?��.  ) <E�q�_� `��* ! 

��; 5 �G���� `�l�� !�ª�� <E4/433(   
����	� ���� ��:     E�q�_� %iqD ��8qPN� ^� 3���� �F�D2 R�i� C����� Cp ��(l[ j��I ���#O |�, �� �FPNQ ��ª�� n��2 3;� <

>  +/� � ��FH� ���� �* +��E4 � ¯2+ !  �FH� 6Q�(# %iD� !�>��N�� ��	 �0��* ��� �p� �� ��A�I���
  .�� `���� �iD� �X�
 ��, �h;��ª�� .?A�� `2 :������ RI��4�9� ���J 5 ��ª�� 3 �iX� 6H9 �iD *���� <.�2 ���I <E�A�� %iD6  ���2 �>��� j,�2 `� 3

����� ��	 . �p ��, �h; ��(  �X�� ��; :����� 6H9 RI��4�9�J��� � �iX� �iD � <.�2 �¦�5 �  ��	 �>��� j,�2 1Q <E�A�� %iD <�Y�
���2 . I4(9�5 R�h 3�(� � 	���� `��� ���I ¸� 
�G 3;.  ������ .� ~(�� ]����� 1���[ �#O �� 1PNQ ���-� 32 . �h;�O  \]�qP�� ��

U4�� ��� ��4�PY� ��	 ��� |��.  5 1����� 5 ������ .�2 32 R�h ; 1HXk 1Q; f(� �� ����Y� .�2 1l�� ������N����� 
��  �* �;
5 ��* 1����� ��FH� ���� E�A>��� '�()�  !� .�2 +Q�* 3;�� j,�2 1Q; f(� �� �5 �>��� <�Y� ��	 �F>�  .� <.�2 +Q�* ���� �� �

�* 34� 1�� 5 �>��� j,�2 ; �FHXk� ��	 ������ <�Y� ��	 �F>�N�5 ���X�� ��	 ��FH� ���� �X� %»� <�Y� R�I  34� !�O  �FqPNQ n�
 6��8�� �2 Z�A]�� �����]1��� :��� \]�P�� 1Qu  %.?� |�(�� o�� 5 �A�� |�8 [ *�U4�� ��� ��	 �0� jH[ �=  .  <.q�2 +Q�*���

* ��� \]�9� 1�� �* �� 6*�����U�� :� 0�  .����� .��� �FFl�� U4I �¦4� �H�, ��FH(� 3�* �hu !  q* ��� \]�PI �¦4� �H�,���0� 
����Y� .��� �FFl��)  .��ª�� <E��; y��� 5 j9���� �PN�� !<E��_� `��*  !11/297 (  

����	� ���� ��:  �	���� ~(�� ��4� %./ CH/ �	�� 32 ��[�# 3�* �h; 	��� ���� %./ �� 1PNQ ��2 1Q2 ��  !�  E�FG R�h ��	 �L��
* ��� 1�  1� ��� C��� :����� �* ��	 �0�� � ��FH��� ��A���R�h �� 
 U4� 1Q2 �; ! !    .q� ~(q�� ��� .�2 �iD 3�* 3;�
%./ �� 1PNQ ���-� 32 ����� 5 ����� .�2 3 ����Y� .�� s0t ! 	���� 1�� �� ����Y� .�2 1l��    
�qN�; 1qHXk 1Q; f(� �� !

5 1����� ��FH� ���� �* �; ����� <�Y� CH/ �	�� 34� ! ��� 5 z�{�� CH/ �	��� <�Y� .k 1Q; f(� �� 1HX ����� 
�N�;  �;  �q��� �*
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����� .�2 3�* 1����� ��FH� ��� .�2 3�* ����� ��	 � <�Y� ��	 �>��� j,�2 1Q; f(� ��� ! . 1�� �* �� ����� 3�* ��� !  ��*
5 '�()�� E�A>��! %./ �� 1PNQ ���-� 32 1� 3�* � \]�P�� !* ��FH� ���� �* ��	 ����0�  ��A���� U4��� !���  �q� 
 Rq�h . 

5 1����� ��FH� ���� �* �; 
�N�_� 1HXk � ���� <�Y� ��	 �>��� j,�2 34� 1�� �* �� ��� .�2 3�* ���    ��q��� 1qPNQ ��2 34� <�Y�
Z�A]�� CDE�� 5 �A�� |�8  6��8�� �2 ! %.?� |�(�� o�� ]�P�� 1Qu  !* ��� \���� ��	 �0� ! U4�� .  ��FlG 1� 3�* �hu  q� .�4

� ����Y�¼ �Q� ��Fª� �Fl��� ��	 ! �H�>  : ��� \]�P� ����Y� .�4� 1Fl��*���FH� ���� �* ��	 �0� ��A���� ! .   1qQ; f(� ���
U4� ��� .�2 ! �I 3�X�_� E�>� ��Fª� �Fl��� ��	 ��.  .1lG �Q�F�2 ��;� 5 ����� .�2 5 � U_� \� � ��� 3�A>Q \�( ����� �HHX�

5 ����� .�2 1lG �Q�F�2 �� �Q �Fl���� ��� 3�A>Q \� ��L�2 U4� 3�* !  ��� �q	 1(�	 Z�>�Y� o�� 1�HY �>P� ��; ��� 3 ½  !
 �iD��U_� d�� �Fl���� ����� ����(  ! . F�2 �iF� Q���� .�2 1lG �5 �� U_� \�     .�4q� �qD�H>T2 |�qX�� �� R�h ��	 ��( � !

����Y�  .5 �H�, �� �iD .ªQ� ��ª�� `��:  �FqPNQ ���-I 32 �p 3�X�� ^� ��� <.�2 +Q�* %��� j���� ���FG ����� ��4�9� �h; .   3uq 
<�Y� +L� ^� 3���� C��� :� ���#O |�, �� �FPNQ n��2 * ��� +��E2 �,� !���� � !  ��� \]�PI �¦u *�  �q��� �* ��	 �0�

��FH� !  ��A�I �����R�h �� 
 U4I� !  !��� <.�2 +Q�* 3;�    .�4q� ��FlqG �p 32 �; !����� ��	 � <�Y� ��	 �>��� +�,�2 �¦ !
5 ����Y�  1����� ��FH� ���� �* �; ������ 
�N�; �FHXk 1Q; f(� �� ������¼ � �Q�	 ���Fª� �Fl��� � >  !H�� :��� <.�2 �¦ U4I  !

�H�, ����Y� .�4� �FFl��� : ��� \]�PI*� ��A�I�� �0����
 ! �iD R�iX . )<E��_� `��* �(� 5 3������� ���{�� �AN�� ! CX� 3
.�� ����Y�� "�)�  !12/60�61(   

 

However, despite this logical conclusion based on a strict analogy, the question remains as to whether 

there is an argument for allowing the form of breakdown cover that does not include monetary 

reimbursement and other benefits in kind on the basis of istiḥsān – juristic approbation owing to ḥājah – 

need, ʿurf – custom and tʿāmul – prevalent practice as an exception to the rule? Jurisprudential texts 

contain numerous examples wherein gharar has been tolerated in sale and ijārah contracts on the bases 

of need and prevalent practice despite strict analogy requiring a ruling of prohibition. A few such 

examples are given below: 

 

Jurist allowed the use of public baths for a fixed fee without any agreement on the amount of water to be 

used or the duration of stay whereas strict analogy required that the object of sale be defined and 

quantified.   Such use also involved istihlāk al-ʿeyn - the consumption of corporeal property as opposed 

to utility of its usufruct.  The basis of this permission was predominantly popular custom across all 

regions although there are reports of the Messenger sws entering the public baths of Juḥfah.  However, 

the reliability of such reports is highly criticised. 

 

������ ��	� 
��:  )|��T� <E��; y���( "6N]�� |�« �#Z |0P��� <0A�� 1(�	 1Q" s�����.  )�N�� <E��_� `�� ! <E��_� `��* ! <�9
6/51�52(  
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����� �� ��:  1��,: ) |��T� <E��; y��� (<��°� C9� <E��_� 32 �H��, :2J ���T� i#2 y��� |��T� <��2 .    ...1��,: )   1q(�	 1qQ
6N]�� |�« �#Z |0P��� <0A�� (�	 0H� ��,� E�>��J: .���� �*hJ ��H���J (�� 1Q2XY� ��� ��� �H8(G ��>  ! ��� �� 5   ��qG

5 j,� 3;� ¿�NT� ��NI�� ����� 1Q; �S����� .���� |0*J 5 ~(� %./� 1��. �A8�� qD� .,1��: ) s�q���� ( 5 §�qH�� 3   �S�q9
4� §�(>�� 3�* 3;� R�h y��� ��	 CF	��; ��  ! Z��>�� E��>� �� 
�Y� �� ����P� �� E��>� C��� : 3;� |��T� <��2 3�� �� E�A�� %��

6��F�� j� ���� s0I; ��	 %Z�E�� .z�>I;. ) ! <�9�N�� <E��_� `�� ! <E��_� `��*6/51�52(  
  

According to Imām Abū Ḥanīfah the contract of muzāraʿāh, wherein a landowner grants a farmer access 

to his land so that the latter may work the land using his own seed and equipment and the crop is shared 

between the two, is not permissible as this falls foul of the prohibition of employing another for a 

portion of the toils of the latter famously referred to as the issue of qafīz al-ṭaḥḥān – qafīz (unit of 

measure) of the miller.  Imām Abū Yūsuf and Imām Muḥāmmad have both allowed this contract and 

Ḥanafī jurists have adopted the latter opinion for fatwā on account of need and popular custom and have 

stated that this is a basis for departing from strict analogy. 

 

 
�������� ��	�:  )|��_� �H	 KAI ��(  3�]��� b(N>* �¦ ) ^N� 1�� ! KAI ���H	� (6�E�LY� ��	 �9�(,� ! 6��]��) . 6	E�bY� `��*
 !6/275(  

����� �� ��:  1��,: )|��_� �H	 KAI �� ( ������ ���4�P� d��A�� 3�X(  ! ������� xE� d��A� n�²�� Eil�� 3�* �h; �; �������
������� �E�)� o�� 1� 3�X�� ! ������� <��� <��4� xE°�� %�H	 fl)� ���y 6�(� �iD� !  .  �q� 1(  s0�#� �¦��� KA� : ��;�

 ¸� n���[ ��9�Y� �(9 �	 E�l#� xE���� �������� 6��]A��5 ��* ����� |�� �; CF(�	� 1(�	 '�PlY�.   �DZ�PN� 6N(H� ��2 �L,� 0�
FH�� �G2 �FH	 1H� :� ! ��� 5 ��* \S�>T� . 	 ��  1Q2 1(�	 ������� ��, ^� ! <.{* �S�P� �F(� :�F(  §E�  �Q2    �qF(�	 ��q  1Q

5 ���E� 5 ��* 1(�	 ��N� : 1Q �,��� CªH��. z��PF,  ....  1��,) :3�]��� b(N>* �¦ (�  1��	 �� ��c �� o�l� E����9� �¦ 3�X
 C�9� 1(�	 ¸� ��[ 1H	 �¦ �,� ! %�H�= !� ! �F>(,Z �� b(N>� 6�HT� �� �H� �i* 1� �]�(� 0�E ��4�P� 32 �D�  �lQ�q�� �� 6�Z� |��

5 '�Pl� �F���G� 6���p�.  �5 5 �S�PY� %iD ��  |��_� 32 6[0)� �	 6(�0lQ����   qH�� 32 1q���� �Dy�� �� ��, ��	 6	E�bY� � §�
1��>� 3�i#4�.  ) ! 6	E�bY� `��*6/275(  

9�:�,;	� �,< ��:  �������� ���� §�(>��� ! �F(�; ��(��0�� ! §�H�� ������ ��p�, ��	 J��N��� ! <bS�� ��,�  .)�� `�l 3������� j�����
 " ! `����� <�,�PY�� 6	E�bY� 5551(  

 

The remuneration due to a broker, announcer, public bath attendant or scribe wherein the time and 

extent of work could not be specified was also permitted as it responded to legitimate needs and was 

commonly practiced although strict analogy required that the object of the contract be defined either by 

stipulating a period or specifying the work to be done.  However, jurists stated that such remuneration 

should not exceed the ujrah al-mithl – proper fee determined by the prevalent market rate. 
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����� �� 
��:  1��,)  :<�� �2 (r{�9� ��(  �; .,5 �� 6�y�bl�� :Z�HY�� E�P�P�� <E��;J ���T���   �� +q,��� 1(  E�>� � ��� ��XA���
�{Y� ��2 E�, �� h�#4Y� ��� d(��� 6��� 1� §�H�� 3�* �Y y�µ �����. 8�P� 0[2 �*h�  5 1q����  �S�qPY� �� .{* 1H� ��  �qQ �

[��Y� ��	 <���� n�,�N�Y��.  ) `�� ! <E��_� `��* ! <�9�N�� <E��_�6/47(  
�� $2=�>�	�:  JZ�HY�� E�P�P�� ���T���    �q�� dq(��� y�� 6��� 1� §�H�� 3�* �Y ����� E��>� �� +,��� 1(  E�>� � ��� ��XA���

�{Y� ��2 E��, �� h�#4Y�.  <E��_� �S�P� �� .{* 1H� ��8�P� �0[2 �LN�� �� ��� |��_� �*h� !� �h; 1Q2 �D� �� ��	 ��	 ��Q�PQ; ��4�9
(�	 E�, ���� 1(  ������ .�� |�E <E��_� +][ 1 !� �2 ���,� 1� �*h ! �� �H� ����	 bl# ��	 <E��_�*    \(,�q��* n�²�� \(,�q��

5 %�&� ��4�PY� R�� . ��� �*h �X� ����� E��>� �*i� : 3;�� bl8�� RI��4�9� ��>� 32 �& +, (��� �; |�(�� 6�NHY� 3 ��L�2 y�e �
��L�2 +,��� �*i� 6����� .AI . � : 3;� y�e CDE��� �iÀ E���� �iD K�[2 ��, �� �i*�5 ������ 1� �Xk 1Q +,��� �*i  ���� �����

EiI ��, �� �� s0tJ 5 ������ 3�X�; |��� CDE��� �iÀ §�X�� �iD ��� ��	 6�Ei��� �,��� ���� ������;� K+,��� �*h 3 .   3; y�qe�
�� �*h ��;� |���� ���� ��4�9� 1Q CDE�� 1��Ei�� |�(�� RI��4�9� �& <��� U ���2 +,��� �*h<� .?�� 0  ����� 3�(� ��� .  �*h 3;�

����� U ���2 <��� 34� ��,:  <��� ��	 j,� ���2 �>��� 3 y�e � 1��Ei�� |�(�� CDE�� RI��4�9�  3�q(� ��� <��� �*h �; ��(�����
� �*i  ������� �2 ���FÁ 3�* �hu  �����2 �����90� <��� �*h ��� +,��J  ��	 �>��� ��,�� +,��� �*h �X� C�  �#-� �� |�(�� ����

E�P�P�� 6��P� �i*� 6�NHY�)  . ! n�,�N�Y� 5 ��Q ! n�E��_� `��*5/40�41(  
 

Similarly, the contract of istiṣnāʿ - manufacture was validated despite being a sale of a non existent 

object without being a salam contract.  Again, the gharar contained therein was tolerated despite being 

excessive because it responded to legitimate needs and it was commonly practiced across all regions 

without actually leading to inordinate conflicts.  This was seen to be a consensus of opinion which 

authorised a departure from strict analogy.  Such consensus also validated a departure from strict 

analogy in the use of public baths for a fixed fee without defining the period of stay or the amount of 

water to be used, and in the practice of drinking an undefined amount of water from a waterskin for a 

fixed fee, and in the practice of cupping without defining the amount of blood to be removed. 

 

�����	� ����� 
��:  §�(>��  ! %y��� ��2�  y�e � 323�PQ_� �H	 ~(� �� j(� 1Q ��	 � ¸� ��9E �¦ �,� ! C�P�� 1��  1(�	 ¸� ��[
 3�PQ_� �H	 ~(� �� j(� �	 C�9�5 @#E� C�P�� .  �Q�P]�9� y�e�R�h ��	 §�H�� ���_  C¦5 R�h 3����� S�9 ./ �� E�A	� �
|0P��� <0A�� 1(�	 ��, �,� ! �XQ: }^�2 j��µ � 6�0� ��	 {|0P��� <0A�� 1(�	 ��,� :} �HP� 3���PY� %OE �� ! �P� ¸� �H	 �F 

K(l, ¸� �H	 �F  �](l, 3���PY� %OE ���{ . 5 §�(>�� ��I �ip� ! ���_�� ���� §�(>��� / �� ���� |��T� ��#Z  E��q>�� <�Y� 3�(� .
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 j(� �X� C�  1(  C�PY�* 1(�; �07_� ��	 3�PQ_� �H	 ~(� ��!   �q�	 �>	 C�P�� 3 <E��_�� C�P�� �D� ��bS�� ���>	 r�� 1(  3�
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Jurists allowed the suckling of a child for a fee on the basis of istiḥsān due to prevalent practice 

although strict analogy required a ruling of prohibition as it was a contract that involved istihlāk al-ʿeyn 

- the consumption of corporeal property (milk) as opposed to utility of the services of the wet-nurse.  

Hiring the services of a wet-nurse is an ijārah contract and not a contract of sale.  Furthermore, the 

volume of milk consumed could not be specified.  Despite this, it was permitted on the basis of popular 

practice. 
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Imām Abū Bakr al-Jaṣāṣ has discussed further cases wherein jurists have departed from strict analogy 

on the bases of popular practice.  One such example is taking a seat on a boat whilst paying a fee 

without stipulating point of transit nor the amount of fee to be paid. 
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Thus, it can be seen from the above that where a genuine need exists which is indicated by popular 

practice across different regions there is license to depart from strict analogy and tolerate the incidence 

of excessive gharar on the basis of istiḥsān provided it does not result in inordinate conflict. Whilst the 

law in England and Wales currently allows broken down vehicles to be towed along the motorway by 

private individuals using a tow-bar or tow-rope the maximum time a vehicle can be left on the hard 

shoulder is two hours.
2
  However, in some areas it may be as little as 30 minutes.  Thus, it is seldom 

possible to arrange for a relative or friend to help in towing the car to a safe place for repair. Without 

breakdown cover, an individual may incur considerable cost to have the car fixed, removed off the 

motorway, towed to a garage for repair or returned to point of origination or destination.  This may 

involve only a puncture repair, tyre replacement, minor repairs roadside or a tow to a nearby garage.  

However, the distress and concern suffered by the occupants of the vehicle, especially if women and 

children are involved, is a necessary consequence of such break down.  The fact that many people take 

out breakdown cover despite it not being a legal requirement is indicative of need and thus it can safely 

be argued that the level of cover that meets the needs of a breakdown on the motorway warrants a 

departure from strict analogy to a ruling of permission. The levels of cover that include monetary 

reimbursement violate the prohibition of ribā whilst the level of cover that provides assistance at home 

or up to within a quarter mile radius only does not involve a heightened need.  Thus, a departure from 

strict analogy does not appear to be warranted in this latter case. 

 

 

And Allah Knows best. 

Mufti Mohammed Zubair Butt 

Chair, Al-Qalam Shariah Panel 
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  http://www.traffic-answers.co.uk/motorways.htm#leave 


